I. INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of the economic dispatch problem is to schedule the generations of the online thermal units so as to meet the required load demand at minimum operating cost while satisfying the unit and system equality and inequality constraints. Dynamic Economic Dispatch (DED) is an extension of the economic dispatch problem and it aims to schedule the online thermal units with the predicted load demands over a scheduling period at minimum operating cost. DED problem is formulated as minimization of total fuel cost is the main objective while satisfying system constraints. The fuel cost of the thermal plant is normally expressed as a quadratic function of real power output of generating units hence DED problem has been formulated as a second order quadratic optimization problem that takes into the consideration of the ramp rate limits of the generating units [1] [2] .
In general, the DED problem has been solved by splitting the entire scheduling period in to small intervals. The economic schedule of thermal units for each interval is determined subject to power balance constraint of the interval Manuscript received August, 2010. S. Ganesan is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Annamalai University, Annamalainagar, Tamilnadu, India.
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and unit operational constraints. The static or traditional economic dispatch has been performed in each interval of the scheduling period. A variety of optimization techniques have been used for solving static or traditional economic dispatch problems. The conventional methods include the lambda-iteration method, the base point and participation factors method, the gradient method, the Lagrangian relaxation method and dynamic programming. The methods based on artificial neural network and heuristic search techniques based solution methodologies have been applied to solve economic dispatch problems.
The methods based on artificial intelligent techniques, such as Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Evolutionary Programming (EP) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) have been given attention for solving dynamic economic dispatch problem because of their ability to find the solution near global optimal. Simulated Annealing is the stochastic optimization technique has been applied to find the solution of economic and dynamic economic dispatch problems [3] . The SA technique is similar to local search technique in optimization, which can guarantee only a local optimum. The appropriate setting of control parameters is also important for convergence and improper setting of control parameters may lead execution time. Artificial neural network based solution for economic dispatch problem has been reported [4] . The heuristic search technique, Genetic algorithm has been successfully applied to find the economic schedule of generation for economic dispatch problems [5] [6] [7] . Evolutionary Programming technique is search algorithm based on the simulated evolutionary process of selection, variation and genetics. Evolutionary programming is more flexible and robust than conventional calculus method. Evolutionary programming technique and its modified versions have been successfully applied for solving economic dispatch problems [8] . Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a modern heuristic search technique, has been developed through simulation of a simplified social system. PSO algorithm has been successfully applied to find the solution for traditional and dynamic economic dispatch problems [9] .
The traditional or classical approaches and the methods based on operational research artificial intelligent concepts have been applied for solving the Dynamic Economic Dispatch problem. The classical methods such as Lagrangian Relaxation, Dynamic programming approach is accurate but suffers for non linear search spaces and large scale systems. A various artificial intelligence based methods have been developed in order to attain an improvement in the solution quality. The price based ramp model has been used to solve Dynamic Economic Dispatch Based on Simple Algorithm S. GANESAN and S. SUBRAMANIAN the dynamic economic dispatch problem [10] . The solution methodology using Hopfield network model has been suggested for solving dynamic economic dispatch problem [11] [12] [13] . Particle Swarm Optimization method has been successfully applied to solve DED problem [14] . The hybrid approaches have been developed to solve dynamic economic dispatch problem. A hybrid approach has been developed by combing Hopfield Neural Network and Quadratic Programming (HNNQP), has been applied for the solution of DED problems [15] [16] . The authors suggested Hopfield Neural Network and quadratic programming for solving static or traditional economic dispatch part and dynamic part respectively. The DED problem has been solved by Brent Method (BM) and it is applied to determine the optimal lambda [17] . The solution techniques based on SA and hybrid EP-PSO-Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) have also been reported [18] [19] . A survey of literature on the DED solution methods reveals that various numerical optimization techniques have been employed to approach the DED problem [20] . It is observed that the traditional and heuristic methods have some limitations to solve DED problems. The traditional methods suffer with large execution time and the heuristic methods are unable to find the optimal solution within the reasonable execution time due to their heuristic nature. In this article, a direct search methodology based on Sequential Approach with Matrix Framework (SAMF) has been applied to solve dynamic economic dispatch problems. The proposed methodology has been validated with three test systems.
II. PROBLEM FORMLATION
The DED problem is formulated as the minimization of total fuel cost of generating units for the entire scheduling period subject to variety of constraints. The DED problem formulation is as follows.
A. Objective function
The main objective of DED problem is to minimize the generation cost of 'n' online thermal units over a scheduling period 'T' is given as,
Where, FC i,t is the fuel cost of unit i at time interval t in $/h and P i,t is the real power output of generating unit i at time period t in MW.
The fuel cost (FC) of generating unit at any time interval't' is normally expressed as a quadratic function is as,
Where, a i , b i and c i are the cost coefficients of generating unit i.
B. Constraints
The objective function is minimized subject to variety of constraints.
1) Power balance constraint
This constraint is based on the principle of equilibrium that the total generation at any time interval 't' should satisfy the load demand at the interval 't' and transmission loss. This constraint is mathematically expressed as,
Where, P D,t and P L,t are the load demand and transmission loss in MW at time interval 't' respectively.
The transmission loss can be expressed using through B coefficients. Where, B ij , B 0i and B 00 are the loss coefficients.
2) Generator operational constraints
The generating unit operational constraints such as minimum/maximum generation limit, ramp rate limits and prohibited operating zones are as follows. a) Generator capacity constraint
Where, P i,min and P i,max are the minimum and maximum real power generation of unit i in MW.
b) Ramp rate limits
The inequality constraints due to ramp rate limits for unit generation changes are given 1) as generation increases
The generator operation constraint after including ramp rate limit of generators can be described as,
where, P i 0 , DR i and UR i are the real power output of generator i before dispatched hour in MW, down ramp and up ramp limit of generator i in MW/h respectively.
III. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
A. Economic dispatch solution using SAMF Sequential approach with matrix framework has been developed for solving economic dispatch problems. A maiden attempt has been made to determine the optimal generation dispatches of a system for all possible load demands in single execution. The demonstration of the solution methodology is presented in this section.
The electric power production in a power plant is allowed to vary from minimum technical limit (P min ) to maximum technical limit (P max (11) In the same logic, an increment is made for remaining units one at a time and a square matrix with a dimension equal to the number of units has been developed. For every step increment in the operating range of the plant the unit one at a time is allowed to experience the change in generation thus leads to the formation of the square matrix. (12) Each element in the square matrix represents the generation of a unit corresponding to the column that should satisfy the unit capacity constraints.
In the square matrix the unit generations of each row that satisfy the constraints are identified and total fuel cost of generation is evaluated. The desired economic schedule of generation is identified by analyzing fitness of each row. The fitness function of each row is calculated as,
where, pd is the total of input values.
The schedule with the minimum fitness is chosen as the successive state input values. This process is repeated till all the generating units reach their maximum generation capacity. The feasible solutions for every increment from P min to P max are obtained and hence the best solution for any load demand falls in the operating boundary can be easily sited.
The detailed computational flow of SAMF is presented in Fig. 1 . The proposed methodology in the form of matrix framework to support the demonstration is as follows. 
The solution methodology for solving dynamic economic dispatch problem is presented in this section. The scheduling period is divided into a number of intervals. The optimal dispatches of online thermal units are determined for each interval hence the minimum total fuel cost for entire scheduling period is achieved.
Consider a thermal plant consist of 'n' thermal plants with a scheduling period of 'T'. The entire scheduling period is divided into a number of small intervals and the load demand for each time interval is predefined. For the first interval in the scheduling period, the unit operational constraints are also enforced and SAMF is performed to obtain the optimal dispatch of generating units. For second interval in the scheduling period, the real power output of the previous interval determines the minimum and maximum operating region of the generating units and considering these limits again the SAMF is performed to obtain the optimal dispatch of generating units. This process id repeated till the optimal dispatches obtained for all intervals. The computational flow of the proposed methodology is presented in Fig. 2 . The algorithmic steps of the proposed methodology are as follows.
Step 1: Read system data including unit characteristics, scheduling period (T) and load demand for each interval.
Step 2: Set interval =1;
Step 3: Calculate the minimum operating limit of each generating unit after enforcing the ramp rate limits.
Step 4: Perform SAMF and obtain the optimal dispatch of generating units.
Step 5: Check if interval = = T, goto Step 7 else goto next
Step. Step 6: Set interval =interval +1 and update the minimum and maximum operating limit of each generating unit.
Step 7: Calculate the total fuel cost for the entire scheduling period.
Step 8: Print the results.
Step 9: Stop. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed methodology for solving DED problem is implemented in Matlab 7.0 platform and executed with Pentium IV, 2.8 GHz personal computer. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology has been tested with three different scale of power system cases. The six unit, ten unit and fifteen unit system are considered for the analysis. The generating unit operational constraint, ramp rate limits and transmission loss are considered. The optimal dispatch of generators for each interval is obtained by SAMF. In SAMF, the selection of increment is important, too large increment may end up with unfeasible solution and too small increment may take long execution time. Based on experience, the desired increment is chosen as 1 MW.
A. Case 1: 10 unit system
The cost coefficients, maximum and minimum generation limits, ramp rate limits and load demand for each interval are presented in the literature [15] . The scheduling period of 12 intervals is considered. The minimum and maximum load demands of the scheduling period are 5540 MW and 6041 MW. The optimal dispatches of units for each interval are obtained and the schedule of generation is presented in Table I . The solution obtained by SAMF is compared with the recent report HHNNQP and the comparison is presented in Table II . The comparison clearly indicates that the proposed methodology provides a superior schedule. I: THE OPTIMAL DISPATCHES OF TEN UNIT SYSTEM  U \ t  1  2  3  4  5  6  1  239  244  262  238  258  278  2  355  361  381  356  376  396  3  411  417  439  411  461  474  4  475  482  505  475  525  543  5  416  421  442  416  466  476  6  547  556  589  547  597  641  7  620  620  620  620  620  620  8  643  643  643  643  643  643  9  908  919  920  908  920 
B. Case 2: Six unit system
The system contains six thermal units and the details including cost coefficients, generation limits, ramp rate limits, transmission loss coefficients and forecasted load demand of each interval are presented in the literature [17] . The transmission loss is calculated using B coefficients. The one day scheduling period is divided into 24 intervals. The optimal dispatch of generating units is determined by SAMF. The minimum and maximum operating limit of each generating unit is obtained by enforcing the ramp down and ramp up limits of generating unit with the real power dispatch of previous interval. The minimum and maximum load demand in the scheduling period is 930 MW and 1263 MW respectively. The optimal dispatches of the entire scheduling period are presented in Table III . The solution obtained by SAMF method and Brent method are compared. The comparison is presented in Table IV . From the comparison, it is clear that the proposed methodology provides an improvement in the total cost savings.
C. Case 3: 15 unit system
The cost coefficients, maximum and minimum generation limits, load demand for each interval and the transmission loss coefficients are presented in the literature [17] . The transmission loss is calculated using transmission loss coefficients. The one day scheduling period is considered and the scheduling period is divided into 24 equal intervals. The minimum and maximum load demands of the scheduling Table VI . The comparison clearly indicates that the proposed methodology provides a better schedule than recent reports. The total execution time of the different methods for the solution of DED problems are presented in Table VII . The execution times shown may not be directly comparable due to different configuration of computer hardware and programming languages used but some insight can be gained.
This comparison indicates that the proposed takes less execution time than other heuristic search methods.
The proposed methodology has following merits.
• From these studies, this approach has the competence to solve dynamic economic dispatch problem.
• In all cases, the proposed methodology provides the best schedule of generation with minimum total fuel cost hence the global optimal solution.
• The performance of the proposed approach is independent of the number of generating units in the system and hence it is suitable for system of any size.
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VI. CONCLUSION
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